
    What's new in SAM Free Flight, Jan 2017?

   Here's to a successful and busy New Year for all SAM free Flighters!

  Scorecards are currently being printed for the Postals and Area Postals: as well as providing them 
by post as explained in “Speaks” I shall keep some in my car so that if you see me at an event, you 
can claim one for the standard entry charge of £3. 

  Two bits of New News for you:
              Firstly, please note that I now have four prestigious prizes to give out for winners to keep 
for a year, at the Scale weekend at Old Warden: not just the Masefield,  and the two decanters (sadly 
empty) for the  Earl Stahl, but also a prize for concours in the E.S. Event. Please see “2017 
Supplementary” rules for criteria. 

     And the other news item is that we have been invited to run events at the “Brumfly” event at 
North Luffenham on May 20th (Saturday.)

                                 SAM 35 @ Brumfly
                                                             May 20th 2017.

       Cabin Rubber Precision

       Cabin Power Precision (diesel or glow.)

      Precision events open to all, no cut-off date. Fly in your own time.

      Cloud Tramp Duration   (models as per plan or kit, plastic prop, 5 flights to 60 second max.)

       Also, Under 25” Vintage Rubber Postal will be ongoing: entry forms available on the day. 
(Postal event open to SAM 35 and SAM 1066.)

     Precision events will be three flights to a 40 second target time unless conditions dictate 
otherwise. Hand launch.
   A cabin model is one that could contain a normally seated, suitably sized pilot (no profiles,) and 
has a two or three leg undercarriage. Scale models welcome. No movable surfaces, except for an 
optional d/t set for 60 seconds plus. (Flights over 60 sec score as 60 seconds.) 

    These contests begin at 10.30am, we shall have CT flyoff about half an hour before the official 
Brumfly flyoffs, if necessary.

    Trophies for first in each precision event and Cloud Tramp, certificates for second and third.

                                                  J Ashmole................ editor@peterboroughmfc.org

                     .keep checking for more news................JMA Jan 17.
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